2020 SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

BUCKEYE Cruise for Cancer
BUCKEYE CRUISE FOR CANCER
“ALL-AMERICAN SPONSOR”
$150,000

PACKAGE INCLUDES:

- ONE OWNER'S SUITE
- SIX SPACIOUS OCEANVIEW STATEROOMS WITH BALCONY
- FOURTEEN CHARTER AIR SEATS
- PRIVATE VIP SAIL AWAY PARTY FOR FOURTEEN GUESTS
- CUSTOM MADE SPONSOR BANNER HAND SEWN BY THE FLAG LADY’S FLAG STORE
- YOUR SPONSOR BANNER TO BE HUNG CENTER STAGE IN THE MAIN THEATER
- 60 SECOND ON-BOARD COMMERCIAL PROMOTING YOUR COMPANY THROUGHOUT THE CRUISE
- FULL PAGE AD IN THE ON-BOARD SPONSOR BOOKLET
- YOU/YOUR COMPANY NAME/LOGO TO APPEAR ON BUCKEYE CRUISE WEBSITE
- YOU/YOUR COMPANY NAME/LOGO TO APPEAR ON THE BUCKEYE CRUISE FOR CANCER MARKETING MATERIALS
- YOU/YOUR COMPANY WILL “SPONSOR” ONE OF THE PRIMARY EVENTS ON-BOARD THE SHIP
- INDEPENDENCE OF THE SEAS BRIDGE TOUR FOR FOURTEEN GUESTS
- VIP COCKTAIL PARTY FOR FOURTEEN GUESTS
- FAST PASS FOR AUTOGRAPH SIGNING FOR FOURTEEN GUESTS
- VIP RESERVED SPONSOR SEATING FOR FOURTEEN GUESTS
- VIP BOARDING ON SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 16TH, FOR FOURTEEN GUESTS
- SPONSOR JACKETS FOR SIX GUESTS TO BE RECOGNIZED ON STAGE
BUCKEYE CRUISE FOR CANCER

VARSITY “O” SPONSOR

$100,000

PACKAGE INCLUDES:

- One Owner’s Suite
- Three Spacious Oceanview Staterooms with Balcony
- Eight Charter Air Seats
- Private VIP Sail Away Party for Eight Guests
- Custom Made Sponsor Banner Hand Sewn by the Flag Lady’s Flag Store
- Your Sponsor Banner to be Hung on the Main Stage in the Main Theater
- Go Second On-Board Commercial Promoting Your Company Throughout the Cruise
- Full Page Ad in the On-Board Sponsor Booklet
- You/Your Company Name/Logo to Appear on Buckeye Cruise Website
- You/Your Company Name/Logo to Appear on the Buckeye Cruise for Cancer Marketing Materials
- You/Your Company Will “Sponsor” One of the Primary Events On-Board the Ship
- Independence of the Seas Bridge Tour for Eight Guests
- VIP Cocktail Party for Eight Guests
- Fast Pass for Autograph Signing for Eight Guests
- VIP Reserved Sponsor Seating for Eight Guests
- VIP Boarding on Sunday, February 16th, for Eight Guests
- Sponsor Jackets for Four Guests to Be Recognized on Stage
BUCKEYE CRUISE FOR CANCER
“50 YARD LINE SPONSOR”
$50,000

PACKAGE INCLUDES:

• ONE OWNER’S SUITE
• TWO SPACIOUS OCEANVIEW WITH BALCONY STATEROOMS
• SIX CHARTER AIR SEATS
• PRIVATE VIP SAIL AWAY PARTY FOR SIX GUESTS
• CUSTOM MADE SPONSOR BANNER HAND SEWN BY THE FLAG LADY’S FLAG STORE
• 30 SECOND ON-BOARD COMMERCIAL PROMOTING YOUR COMPANY THROUGHOUT THE CRUISE
• FULL PAGE AD IN THE ON-BOARD SPONSOR BOOKLET
• YOUR COMPANY NAME/LOGO TO APPEAR ON BUCKEYE CRUISE WEBSITE
• YOUR COMPANY NAME/LOGO TO APPEAR ON THE BUCKEYE CRUISE FOR CANCER MARKETING MATERIALS
• YOU/YOUR COMPANY WILL “SPONSOR” ONE OF THE PRIMARY EVENTS ON-BOARD THE SHIP
• INDEPENDENCE OF THE SEAS BRIDGE TOUR FOR SIX GUESTS
• VIP COCKTAIL PARTY FOR SIX GUESTS
• FAST PASS FOR AUTOGRAPH SIGNING FOR SIX GUESTS
• VIP RESERVED SPONSOR SEATING FOR SIX GUESTS
• VIP BOARDING ON SUNDAY FEBRUARY 16TH, FOR SIX GUESTS
• SPONSOR JACKETS FOR TWO GUESTS TO BE RECOGNIZED ON STAGE

BUCKEYE CRUISE FOR CANCER
“SPIRIT SPONSOR”
$25,000

PACKAGE INCLUDES:

• ONE GRAND SUITE
• ONE OCEANVIEW WITH BALCONY
• FOUR CHARTER AIR SEATS
• PRIVATE VIP SAIL AWAY PARTY FOR FOUR GUESTS
• CUSTOM MADE SPONSOR BANNER HAND SEWN BY THE FLAG LADY’S FLAG STORE
• 30 SECOND ON-BOARD COMMERCIAL PROMOTING YOUR COMPANY THROUGHOUT THE CRUISE
• FULL PAGE AD IN THE ON-BOARD SPONSOR BOOKLET
• YOUR COMPANY NAME/LOGO TO APPEAR ON BUCKEYE CRUISE WEBSITE
• YOUR COMPANY NAME/LOGO TO APPEAR ON THE BUCKEYE CRUISE FOR CANCER MARKETING MATERIALS
• YOU/YOUR COMPANY WILL “SPONSOR” ONE OF THE PRIMARY EVENTS ON-BOARD THE SHIP
• INDEPENDENCE OF THE SEAS BRIDGE TOUR FOR FOUR GUESTS
• VIP COCKTAIL PARTY FOR FOUR GUESTS
• FAST PASS FOR AUTOGRAPH SIGNING FOR FOUR GUESTS
• VIP RESERVED SPONSOR SEATING FOR FOUR GUESTS
• VIP BOARDING ON SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 16TH FOR FOUR GUESTS
• SPONSOR JACKETS FOR TWO GUESTS TO BE RECOGNIZED ON STAGE
BUCKEYE CRUISE FOR CANCER
“BUCKEYE GREAT” SPONSOR
$15,000

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
- JUNIOR SUITE
- INTERIOR STATEROOM
- TWO CHARTER AIR SEATS
- CUSTOM MADE SPONSOR BANNER HAND SEWN BY THE FLAG LADY’S FLAG STORE
- HALF PAGE AD IN THE ON-BOARD SPONSOR BOOKLET
- YOUR COMPANY NAME/LOGO TO APPEAR ON BUCKEYE CRUISE WEBSITE
- VIP COCKTAIL PARTY FOR FOUR GUESTS
- FAST PASS FOR AUTOGRAPH SIGNING FOR FOUR GUESTS
- VIP RESERVED SPONSOR SEATING FOR FOUR GUESTS
- VIP BOARDING ON SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 16TH, FOR FOUR GUESTS
- SPONSOR JACKETS FOR TWO GUESTS TO BE RECOGNIZED ON STAGE

BUCKEYE CRUISE FOR CANCER
“FIRST & 10” SPONSOR
$10,000

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
- JUNIOR SUITE
- CUSTOM MADE SPONSOR BANNER HAND SEWN BY THE FLAG LADY’S FLAG STORE
- QUARTER PAGE AD IN THE ON-BOARD SPONSOR BOOKLET
- YOUR COMPANY NAME/LOGO TO APPEAR ON BUCKEYE CRUISE WEBSITE
- VIP COCKTAIL PARTY FOR TWO GUESTS
- FAST PASS FOR AUTOGRAPH SIGNING FOR TWO GUESTS
- VIP RESERVED SPONSOR SECTION SEATING FOR TWO GUESTS
- VIP BOARDING ON SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 16TH, FOR TWO GUESTS
- SPONSOR JACKETS FOR TWO GUESTS TO BE RECOGNIZED ON STAGE

BUCKEYE CRUISE FOR CANCER
“SCARLET & GRAY” SPONSOR
$6,000

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
- ONE OCEANVIEW STATEROOM WITH BALCONY
- CUSTOM MADE SPONSOR BANNER HAND SEWN BY THE FLAG LADY’S FLAG STORE
- QUARTER PAGE AD IN THE ON-BOARD SPONSOR BOOKLET
- YOUR COMPANY NAME/LOGO TO APPEAR ON BUCKEYE CRUISE WEBSITE
- VIP RESERVED SPONSOR SECTION IN THEATER SEATING FOR TWO GUESTS
- VIP COCKTAIL PARTY FOR TWO GUESTS
- VIP BOARDING ON SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 16TH, FOR TWO GUESTS
- SPONSOR JACKETS FOR TWO GUESTS TO BE RECOGNIZED ON STAGE

BUCKEYE CRUISE FOR CANCER
“Buckeye Great” Sponsor
$15,000

BUCKEYE CRUISE FOR CANCER
“First & 10” Sponsor
$10,000

BUCKEYE CRUISE FOR CANCER
“Scarlet & Gray” Sponsor
$6,000
GO BUCKS!
BEAT CANCER!

BUCKEYE
Cruise for Cancer

TO BOOK YOUR SPONSORSHIP PACKAGE OR FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL, 614-792-6204.